New bettle forum

The Beetle is a fantasic car loved by it's owners. Buying one brings you membership to an
exclusive club of drivers. Now that it uses many VAG group parts there are plenty of car tuning
parts around for them and some serious performance can be yours for a relatively small outlay.
Many were somewhat concerned when VW announced they were going to remake the VW
beetle. Die hard fans of the classic original were never going to approve of it. If this is you then
try viewing this as a totally new car rather than a replacement. We have a mini site for Vdubbers
who are fans of the classic beetle here. The NASP 1. Even adding a turbo to the NASP 1. So the
1. A later 3. You can have either the ps or ps in the 1. A fuel pressure regulator will help deliver
enough fuel to your tuned Beetle engine especially if you had the ps version. The new beetle
didn't get the powerful diesel engines with a maximum of the 1. Engine swaps are quite popular
mods for this model, here are engine guides to all the VAG engines we've covered. Handling is a
little skittish, probably due to the height of the car, we would therefore advise that you lower the
car with stiffer springs and shocks. Get adjustable shocks so you can set this up to suit your
driving style. Most of the modifications we see are visual mods, and this car lends itself nicely
to the depiction of a trendy lifestyle. Engine mods are easy to find as the 1. A remap is the best
value modification, with the addition of a sports exhaust and induction kit you can create a
more aggressive sounding car. The following modifications are usually performed by our
members, decide how far you want to go before you begin. Getting the right mods for your
planned usage of the car is vital. Stage 3 competition mods just don't work well on the road.
Typical stage 1 mods often include: Exhaust, Panel air filter, Remap, lighter flywheel. The large
arches are just crying out for bigger wheels but we suggest that you read up on the pros and
cons of wheel mods in our tuning section. TorqueCars recommend that you uprate your brakes
as one of your first modifications. You will probably find that the Audi TT, RS and Golf VR6
larger discs will fit quite happily and there are plenty of aftermarket brake upgrade kits around
now for the Beetle. Join us in the forum to discuss all aspects of Beetle tuning and modification
with our friendly and enthusiastic members. We have quite a few VAG owners among us who
are absolutely moddin mad! Please share this page with your friends on :. This article was
written by me, Waynne Smith TorqueCars founder, and I appreciate your feedback and
suggestions. This entry was filed under Volkswagen. You can leave a response below or join
our forum to discuss this article and car modification in detail with our members. If you liked
this page please share it with your friends, drop a link to it in your favourite forum or use the
bookmarking options to save it to your social media profile. Feedback Please use our forums if
you wish to ask a tuning question , and please note we do not sell parts or services, we are just
an online magazine. Name required. Mail not published required. Your Constructive comments
on this article. Join our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly
car banter. You will also have full access to the modifed car gallery, project car updates and
exclusive member only areas. All car owners of all ages and from all countries are welcome.
Sign up now!!! Principles of porting an engine and big valve conversions Read more Suicide
doors Read more Alloy Wheels 2 Alloy wheels â€” choosing the best rims. Read more
Requirements for driving in France: speed limits and highway code. Forza Horizon tuning Read
more This site uses cookies: Your use of this site implies acceptance of these,you can disable
cookies read more. Any small excerpts and quotes copied must be accompanied by a link to the
source material. We detect all unauthorised copyright material taken from our site the moment it
is picked up by the search engines using pattern matching tools. Use of this site: Please treat
the information on this site as purely speculative. Our content is protected by CopyScape. We
accept no responsibility for damage caused due to following a recommendation made on this
site or in the forum. It is your responsibility to check and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip
or other articles content with a qualified mechanic before undertaking work or following
instructions. Something suitable for one model of car may be completely unsuitable for another
- so we can only give generic theory. Please drive sensibly we do not endorse speeding or
racing on the public highway or driving recklessly or in a manner than could endanger life or
property. Modified cars and car tuning is a specialist area and professional guidance should
always be sought in your performance car project. Save racing for the track and keep the roads
safe. Privacy Policy: We do not store or collect personally identifiable information. Cookies are
used to track visitor behaviour enabling us to monitor and optimise the effectiveness of our
content, and to remember your preferences and settings on this site. Our advertising partners
may also use cookies in accordance with their respective privacy policies to provide adverts of
most interest to you based on sites you visit and search terms and collate interest based
statistics to do so. To read more on this and how to opt out click here All information held by us
is kept secure and confidential and will not be divulged to others. The cookies we need to use,
for example we need to see which pages people find useful in our analytics cookies, we also
need to remember your choices preferences and settings and make sure we don't show too

many of the same adverts. We won't know who you are personally or be able to track you after
your visit to our site. See adverts offers and special deals of interest to you by allowing our
trusted Google advertisers to use targeted interest based advertising cookies. New Beetle
Tuning "Penny fast Lane is in your heart! There were a couple of popular engine options. The
Beetle has been turned into a trendy car for the modern ages. It no longer smells of petrol as
you drive it and you have a usable boot! Help us improve, leave a suggestion or tip Click here to
cancel reply. More articles in: Volkswagen 3. Member Benefits Join our forum today and benefit
from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. Cookie Notice: Don't Worry! That's
Ok Privacy policy : Choose which cookies to accept here Settings. Close We are very selective
over cookie usage and have restricted permissions, you may choose to see personalised
adverts, offers and deals by giving permission to set non essential cookies below. Necessary
Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. New Beetle hand brake question. Thread
starter cattlerepairman Start date Apr 11, I extract this from my old thread about the rear brakes,
because a lot of people do not read older threads What do I have to take off to access the
adjuster for the hand brake cable s? Anything special to note regarding adjustment, or just pull
the lever up four clicks and adjust till brake grips? I had totally worn rear pads and since I
replaced them my handbrake is slack lever goes right up, no function. According to Bob
Bentley: - Remove top of console screws under cupholders, couple in the hand brake area Release parking brake. If required turn adjusting nut s back slightly. Good Luck. VelvetFoot Top
Post Dawg. But should the hand brake be loose after putting in new pads? You must log in or
register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
February edited April in Volkswagen. Let's discuss 'em here! February I just bought a GLX, and
it has been trying to stall lately. The only situation where this happens is when I put it in
reverse, back up, stop, then change to drive - it wants to stall SOMEtimes, but not all the time.
Also, we have put 3 tanks of gas in it and it has about miles on it. It drinks premium unleaded
for benefit of the turbo. We have figured that is about 17 miles to the gallon!! That is BAD! I am
hoping the dealer appt. Is gas mileage usually so bad on a brand new car? I have never owned a
new car before So what happened when you went to the dealer? Was it any help? I have a new
beetle TDI that after miles the clutch burn up completely. We were coasting downhill in a
parking deck when we noticed smoke in the engine compartment. At this point the transmission
5 speed would not go into gear. The shop accused us of "riding the clutch" and reluctantly
replaced the clutch. After approx. The car went back in the shop. They claim that it was caused
by air in the master cylinder. We'll see?! Anyone have similar experience with new beetle? I'm
considering getting a New Beetle, but I heard that the maintenance and repair costs would be
extremely high compared to other cars in its class like the Civic. How about costs to repair?
Anyone have examples of a car repair and its cost for a New Beetle? March It's very fun.
However, when I opened the sunroof, there was a sort of whistling noise. The salesperson said
you had to crack a side window to eliminate it. Is this true? Can't you get some air without too
much noise? Just leased a new beetle, GLS. Love the car, but the sunroof open even half way
creates a VERY bad wind noise, as if there were a helicopter flying right over the car. Plus, I
went to go start the car and it wouldn't start. Just a bad clicking noise when I turned the key. It
turns out, my battery was dead and it was caused by the engine's computer. Happned 3 times
and now waiting for it to be fixed. Anyone have this problem???? I have a GLS Turbo with the
sunroof - Naturally it makes a lot of noise when it is retracted, why wouldn't it? I prefer to pop it
up if I'm on the highway and then I reach under and deploy the spoiler manually, it helps reduce
the noise. I have a GLS. As for gas mileage. It stinks!!! I have miles on my car and I only get
miles per gallon on a good day. My boss has one too. He also complains bitterly about the gas
mileage and has had many problems with his car. The check engine light keeps coming on in
his car, Thank goodness so far I've had no nonsense. Unfortunately, I am going through a rough
time with this car. The dealership has had it since the week I got it. They say my Engine
Computer is bad and then they got a new part for it and said that it can't be reprogrammed so
they are getting another new part and they say that now something is messing up the fuel
injection!!??? Can you elaborate more on the problems your boss has been having??? Your
check engine light is a common problem throughtout the industry. If you are currently having

this problem with a 99 or VW it is due to the o2 censor. There is a problem with the censors and
they must be replaced, unfortunately they are also on a national back order, so if you bring your
car in to have it replaced, expect to be without a car for 5 to 10 days while the part is shipped
overseas. That is where I come in, I own a car rental company and have many VW dealerships
as my accounts. I have been toying with the idea of putting Beetles in the fleet for 2 years now.
What do you think? If you went in to a rental agency and were offered a Beetle for the same
price as a Taurus, would you take the Beetle? Your input would be appreciated. Besides being
the rent a car guy, I am also quite the car fan. I usually go through 3 or 4 new cars a year and am
thinking of getting a Beetle for myself for the summer. What do you all think of them? Are they
fun to drive? I am currently driving a Ford Expedition and am looking for a fun toy for a few
months. Is the beetle quick? Is it small, how small? How does it handle? Sorry for all the
questions, but a car is an expression of yourself and you dont want to buy something you are
going to hate. The best place to find people who have recently purchased or are thinking of
purchasing a new VW Beetle is over in our Hatchbacks conference. You can check out New
Beetle News for a start, but there are other topics you can find by keying Beetle in to the Topic
Search feature on the left sidebar. Just bought a GLS beetle and love it. So far I have not had
any trouble. The gas mileage is not the greatest, but I was driving a 6 cyl ford taurus before this.
The ride is great, the pickup is adequate. Noisey engine, but if it gives me no problems then I
won't complain. I am very interested to see how people view the service at VW. I live in Central
Connecticut and would like some feedback on which Dealerships shine. It is my wifes car and
she also loves it. It is yellow. At miles the air bag light came on and a computer part had to be
ordered. Took a week to get part and fix. Was told it may be unsafe to drive so we parked it and
waited until part came in before driving it again. A part for the horn had to be ordered and this
took another 4 days with no horn. Again we did not drive it as I felt it unsafe with no horn. I have
owned Toyotas now and in the past and these problems with a new car have me very
concerned. Hope this is not the beginning of a nightmare. It is a fun car though. As my wife
says, it is so cute. Good luck with your new Beetles. I had the airbag light come on after about 3
weeks of ownership and the dealership reset the computer to fix it. Now when I have the lights
on, occasionally the rear defrost light will flash between red, and a dull orange it is bright
orange when on. It's quite annoying, but it doesn't do it all the time. My husband has also
noticed that the headlights will dim occasionally, he thinks it's when the fan comes on. Has
anyone else out there had any problems like this? The car runs great, but my dealer is a full
hour out of my way, and I don't want to take the vehicle in for them to tell me the light didn't
flash for them Bet it worked great in der Fatherland. VW will probably be slow to accept that a
problem exists until it exists in Germany, and then will be slow to fix it, based on past
responses to pattern failures in Rabbits and Jettas. April This is my third VW and worst one yet.
I bought my beetle GLX in Feb. It started with the airbag lights coming on over and over again.
They "replaced" everything in that car but the vase. Now I am having terrible electrical
problems. My speedometer goes, odometer, tac Mile gauge, rear defroster Basically you name
it. My dealing with VW is absolutely horrible. The service department sucks and don't even
bother trying to get someone at VW credit. I filed a lawsuit against VW in April of last year. IT is
finally going to court next week. As far as I am concerned they can have their car. I have taken
out an ad in my local paper warning people about VW and their crappy products. That did not
happen. They most likely knew the part was a back-order item. They told me I had to go to my
"local" dealer in Salt Lake City for repairs. The dealers entire philosophy was "You bought it,
now it's yours. Less than 60 days into owning my new GLX, the computer module locked up, the
airbag light warning light stayed on continuously, and the car refused to start once. Back to the
dealer for "warranty" trip 2. Supposedly the computer had to be reset? Less than 2 weeks after
getting the computer fixed, the AC went out, or should I say did not work. I had never tried it
until then. I guess assuming a new car is fully functional is an unfair expectation of VW of
America? Anyone out ther from VW of America care to take the time to respond, if your not too
busy counting the revenue made by cutting corners on Quality Control at the time. I love the
car, but I am not going to keep it, as I feel VW of America has passed on QC in the name of
profit, and is churning out bugged bugs as quick as they can. I would side with many of you
who have had elecrical problems galore, these cars are not what they are represented to be. I
am going to trade mine off as soon as possible, as I am concerned about future breakdowns
and VW of Americas total lack of QC and support for a "Premium" priced vehicle. Perhaps if
enough of us contact VW of America, customer service line and let them know about our
electrical ghosts, they will actually do something and recall the cars for CPU repairs? Good luck
with your new beetles Go to MyVWLemon. My jetta gls vr6 is nothing to praise! At highway
speed, this means slowing to 45 mph in a 65 mph zone! In Jan. The "check engine" light began
to appear in Feb. I live in a mountainous area and have had it in the shop approx. No one can

find the cause of the problem, not for lack of trying on the part of the service staff replaced
engine control module, sensors, etc. They really are trying. Any ideas as to possible causes?
Per the dealer, they know of one other in the country doing this, but no known cause. Just
lazing around cleaning my garage today, and had to reach under the beetle to pick up a bolt I
had dropped. Sure VW of America gives out "free" service for the first 20k miles Let's re-define
free here folks. I would rather let the monkeys at Jiffy Lube do it, if this is the quality of service a
"trained technician" at the VW dealer provides. Will have to take the car in and wait for the
dealer to re-install the part they removed to due the oil change. As an owner, should I have to
"watch dog" the dealers service, or could I expect quality service? I purchased a NB in Feb. I
haven't even had this car for 2 months. When I press the brakes the car makes a terrible
screeching sound. I can't get in to VW for a week or so and they tell me the car is okay to drive.
Anyway, I haven't had any other horrible problems yet car wise but I had a terrible dealership
experience and will never purchase another VW again. The Dealer made a mistake in writing up
my lease so they tell me. I leased my vehicle for 39 months for 15, miles a year. The total miles
allowed was like 48, in the contract. After having the car a month the dealer contacts me and my
husband and states that we have to come in and re-sign the contract not telling us why. So, I
told the dealer I was not signing anything until he explained to us what was wrong with our
current contract. He stated that they allowed us too many miles that the 15, only applied to a 36
month lease and that a 39 month lease only extended and lessened the car payments and did
not extend the mileage. I told him that that was his problem and that he should have not the
mistake. But he still persisted to make it look like we had to re-sign or they would take the car
back. So, I told him he could talk to my attorney. Then he became nice. Anyway, those of you
who plan on leasing a NB for anything over 36 months make sure the dealer explains the
mileage to you and know exactly what you are suppose to get before you sign. Let me know if
anyone else has had these problems with VW. I've got a 99 1. I have experienced the dimming of
the headlights, and was told it was the compressor from the AC kicking in. Anyone with any
ideas on this? The service included a timing belt- and tensioner change. If you're thinking about
buying a 99 New Beetle TDI, be advised that VW calls for a timing belt- and tensioner change
every 40, miles on that engine. This is probably true for the 00 models as well. I enjoyed driving
the car very much. But I've advertised it for sale. I never thought I'd say this, but I can't afford to
drive a Diesel. Sporin Posts: 1, On the 1. The TDI timing belt will probably last way past 40 K
miles. But the 1. What I objected to was the steep bill for having that belt replaced, plus the fact
that they had to have parts needed for that procedure air-freighted in. It took three days.
Because such a large percentage of the bill was labor, I suspect that it's very difficult to service
any Beetle engine. There's simply no room for a mechanic's hands to do what they have to do. I
have a new 2. The problem is the transmission takes 2- 4 seconds to engage in reverse. I took
the car to my dealer and was told that the car has a fuzzy logic transmission and does not
engage in reverse quickly. The problem is in parking on a hill or making a quick 3 point turn the
car fails me and rolls forward. I drove a vw jetta and this was not a problem. My car goes from
reverse to drive instantly, but from drive or park to reverse there is a second delay. I am very
dissatisfied and want to know if others have this problem or it this is really normal. Just a visitor
to your VW forum. Regarding the transmission and the dealer's "fuzzy logic" response, I would
suggest that you go to another dealership and ask to test drive the same model car as the one
you own. If you have to be sneaky about it and their is only one VW dealer where you live, ask a
friend to take the car for a test drive and see if the transmission does the same thing. I had a
transmission "glitch" on my Hyundai, and by test driving a new car with the same specs, I was
able to determine that I either I did not have a problem, or that ALL Hyundai cars suffer the
same glitch. Saved me from waiting on the service department, and Hyundai a lot of paperwork,
time and money. May I wish we had never bought one. First the cruise control starting shorting
out. They said a wire was crimped and they fixed it. Then the air conditioner went out. They said
it was an EC control module and they replaced it. Then the AC went out again. This time they
said they replaced the compressor. Then only sometimes when you turned on the AC the car
would hum and shake, like you were in a Cessna Airplane. They replaced another part and the
problem has not reoccurred. When we bought the car the dealer had already installed a spoiler.
The rear hatch relocks half-way before you can get out of the car and open the hatch. It has
been in the shop 7 or more time to have this fixed and it still only works right half the time. VW
admits some fault and the area representative was willing to five us a cd player or make a car
payment or extend our warranty for free. We are going to sell the car this month. Enter initial
mile maintenance. One week later, trans is leaking oil. After getting that "fixed", a week later it
appears that there is again an oil leak. Dealership fixed the leak, but now the trans is shifting
hard. Very hard into gear. This is an automatic, mind you. Supposedly this is normal for the VW
trans? Next, two weeks later, enter airbag light, whcih seems to be the most common problem

appearing on this page. I too am a victim of this problem, which was quick and easy to repair.
Now we have a problem with the driver's side power window. Will it ever end? All incidents, no
more than two weeks apart begining only after one month of ownership and extending to
current time, the beginning of the third month of ownership. Is it no wonder that VW only puts a
two year warranty on their cars? Look at Toyota people-better warranty, more reliable cars. Too
bad they aren't as stylish as the bug. But isn't getting places because your transportation was
reliable enough to get you there less stylish than not getting there at all because all your free
time is spent at the dealership? I have only had in for scheduled maintenance and had the fuel
filler flap adjusted and the airbag reset while it was there. I was always a VW owner and will
continue to be one. Right now I working on getting a Vapor Blue 1. I bought a brand new VW
Bug in when the bug was still the symbol of quality. Did not like it too light and sold it in two
months. My brother bought a VW Golf in the eighties. Have nothing but problems. No one in our
family bought any VW again in the nineties. There are so many fun and reliable cars in the
market, why subject yourself to a brand that somehow just can't get the bugs out of their
products??? Had a '71 Super Beetle for about six years, bought used, maybe it was in ' Loved it.
And AAA paid the tow. Post problems at I'm planning to buy a new VW Beetle in Atlanta. Would
appreciate if someone could help me by telling me tips to get a good deal with an indication of
price to be paid. Also if some other things are to be kept in mind before making the purchase.
Hello ddbug, welcome to Town Hall! Actually, I think you'll find better information on purchasing
this vehicle over in our Hatchbacks conference. June Over 1 quart of oil between oil changes. I
followed a 3, mile oil change schedule, not the long intervals recommended by VW. When I first
bought the car and read the part in the manual about checking the oil level at every fuel fill-up, it
seemed like they were being overly cautious. Well, it appears as though they were subtley
warning the owner that these cars eat oil. Not quite sure what can be done if it is a common VW
characteristic, which it appears it is. Hi, We have Turbo Beetle. At miles the clutch fried. Cost to
replace? Numerous other cars with a manual transmission. I believe I have about miles on cars
with sticks. The dealer couldn't find a replacement so the re-welded it incorrectly and the clutch
could not be adjusted properly. Other than that, I never had trouble with a clutch. The Beetle. My
son was learning to drive a stick on it when it happened. He was in the car for a total of 30
minutes under the supervision of an adult driver. He never misused the clutch and was driving
in a parking lot or a industrial park access road. Dealer and VW said it was abusive driving. I
don't agree, but what can you do. I think it is time for VW to sell cars in another country. I won't
buy them any more. I am the owner of a '98 new beetle, and have had major problems. My
computer needed to be replaced 2 weeks after buying the car. My electric window motor broke
and the glass fell of the track in the middle of a hurricane. My backseat would not fold down.
And to top it all off, my battery blew up!! I love the car but I can't afford to make my payments
plus all the repairs! I thought VW's were supposed to be reliable!!! I have a 99 GLS and because
I dont drive the car much , the battery was discharged, after charging the battery I found the
radio had to have a security code programmed in to it before it would work, I do not have the
code as the car was bought used with mi on it. The previous owner had removed the code from
the radio card. Can anyone tell me how to obtain the code short of driving the miles to the
nearest VW Dealer? My wife recently crashed her 1. She says she was at a stop light, released
the brake, and the car an automatic accelerated into the truck in front of her. At first I was
sceptical, but after reading the various posts relating to electrical problems, I am thinking she
may be right. Do these car actually use a fly by wire system for the accelerator? Has anyone
else experienced similar problems? July Hi, I have a VW Beetle. Here is my story on burning oil.
One day my oil light flashed on as I turned the corner. Dummy me I did not check the oil. The
next day the check engine light came on, I checked the oil. What a surprise, no oil on the dip
stick. Now, it had been 5, miles, and I was due for an oil change. I took my car in. I was told that
all of the beetles are burning oil. I was told something about a piston package?? They did an oil
change and an oil consumption test and told me to come back in miles for a check. Yesterday
was the check up. I was told that the oil was normal. Well it looked low to me, but what do I
know. Now they are changing their story saying that the oil consumption problem is only in the
98 and 99 beetles and that they have yet to see the problem in the I was also told that VW says
that it is normal for the car to burn oil for the first 10, to 15, miles. My car currently as about 12,
At any rate, I hope this has made sense, and I would love to hear some feedback. Industry
average is at position So, worse than industry average in initial quality. My airbag light just
came on, out of the blue. This is apparently a common problem on new NB right off the dealer's
lot The dealer ran some diagnostic tests on the car and found out that the airbag CPU is fried,
and needs to get replaced. The problem is that it costs over bucks plus at least one hour of
labor. Pretty steep! I'll try to check with VW if they can replace my airbag CPU without charge,
and this being a pretty common problem on the NBs involving driver's safety, I'll also check if it

can't be the subject of yet another recall on this car. Anyway folks, before your car goes outside
warranty, try to see if you can't check on your costly aibag CPU's health. There's no telling
when it will bail out on you. I have a yellow y2k beetle, love it but only into it's third month
problems already!! Ihad to have towed it wouldn't start, it needed a new relay switch that goes
to fuel pump!! I nick named her lemonade wonder why??? I hope this is the end, there are alot
of bugs out there with no problems. We have a '98 beetle that is mysteriously using oil We
noticed it at about 15M miles about 5M miles since the last service when the oil light came on.
Investigation showed it was down 2 quarts. Dealer questioned whether we had changed the oil
every 5M miles which incidentally isn't recommended in the manual, nor is it covered in their "2
years maintenance" warranty. We brought it in and paid for an extra oil change. They
recommended bringing it back every miles for them to record the fact that it was down. Also
suggested that the oil might be evaporating :O. Again recommended we bring it in every miles
to record how far down it was going. We love our New Beetle, however, the check engine light
has been on more than off since we bought it in April Our local dealer could not seem to find the
cause after several calls and visits. They would reset the light and send us on our way. We have
51, highway miles registered on this vehicle. We are selling it to cut our losses. Volkswagon
would not hear about any of these problems because of the mileage. We are discouraged with
Volkswagon Company. They Certainly contrast with how the Japanese do business - we are
going to stick with Toyota, Honda etc. The Good The Volkswagen Beetle provides a healthy
dose of nostalgia at a decent price. The Bottom Line The VW Beetle is a fun little runabout, but
get it while you can as is the last year of production. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on
topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Though this Volkswagen Beetle is called the
Final Edition, it isn't the first time the model has disappeared. But this marks the end of the new
Beetle , and if I'm honest, I'll miss it. You can buy the Final Edition Beetle as a coupe or
convertible, powered by a 2. Other Final Edition touches include diamond-stitched leather seats,
metal scuff plates, stainless-steel pedals, unique wheels and a Safari Uni-colored dash panel.
Behind the wheel, the Beetle is enjoyable to drive. The turbo engine pushes out horsepower and
pound-feet of torque, which aren't whack-a-doo numbers, but provide adequate motivation for
zipping through traffic. The suspension is too softly sprung to make the Beetle an engaging
canyon-carver, and the transmission is tuned for efficiency first and sportiness second. But
when I drop the top and put my foot down, the Beetle rewards with an easygoing, pleasant
driving experience. Blind-spot monitoring is standard, and is helpful when the canvas top is up,
closing off a good chunk of your rear-side view. If you're looking for other driving aids,
however, you're out of luck. Given the car's age, it doesn't get any modern tech like adaptive
cruise control, lane-keeping assist or anything else. The base Beetle, meanwhile, has a 5-inch
screen that lacks these amenities. VW's Discover Media interface is uncomplicated, with large
tiles on the display and plenty of redundant buttons around the outside of the screen. Only one
USB port is available, however, so passengers will have to keep their smartphones charged via
the volt outlets available up front and in back. With the top up, the Beetle's cabin is pretty quiet
-- better than what I originally expected. The top folds back in less than 10 seconds, and can be
operated at speeds up to 31 miles per hour. Even with the top back, wind buffeting is kept to a
minimum, and I'm able to easily have a phone conversation over Bluetooth with the top down. I
like the comfy, leather seats, and generally find the Beetle's interior a nice place to spend time.
There's a lot of hard plastic throughout, but the main touch points feel perfectly fine. Where the
Beetle Convertible suffers is in cargo room. The Beetle Coupe offers But hey, at least the back
seats fold flat so you can get a little more utility for longer items. The trouble with the Beetle is
that there are plenty of other small runabouts that offer a better driving experienc
dt466 starter wiring diagram
mercruiser speedometer connector
exterior house parts diagram
e. In all of these cases, I can't really imagine picking the Beetle. Still, there's something about
the Beetle that tugs at my heartstrings. This little guy has been a near constant throughout my
life -- I even raced the Baja in a stock Beetle. It's been rumored the Beetle could return again
someday, possibly with electric power. Consider my fingers crossed. May 22, a. Get Price.
Performance 6. Features 6. Design 8. Media 7. Discuss: Volkswagen Beetle review: The last
goodbye. Enlarge Image. The last hurrah of the Volkswagen Beetle See all photos. It's a little bit
faster and more comfortable, but this is still the same fun-loving Miata we know and love. Fiat
builds an Italian roadster on the bones of a Japanese icon With its incredibly precise handling
and ability to run at high revs forever, you can get more out of the Toyota 86 on public roads
than you can get with much higher performance sport cars. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica.

Hyundai Ioniq 5 vs. Discuss Volkswagen Beetle.

